
Recent travel restrictions, work and study from home measures, and nation-wide lockdowns are
overtaking the globe. COVID-19 shutdowns have set a historical precedence in recent times that left the
education industry perplexed; being digitally unprepared to adequality face such unusual circumstances.

Teaching staff, employees and learners are asked to refrain from universities and learning centers. Yet,
the need for education doesn't stop. Future of learners is a critical asset. Decision-makers are seeking to
ensure the continuity and accessibility of courses, classes, exams, materials and discussions to learners
of all ages. Now is the time to prepare for a future without “what if it happens again” scenarios.

Recraft your communication experiences with your teaching staff quickly, effectively
and securely. Use advanced ways to connect your education staff to students.
Implement and customize Microsoft Teams to establish round-the-clock
collaboration, business calls, chats, and audio/videoconferencing with your remote
workforce, your employees at your educational institution, online and with your
public switched telephone network.

Select from multiple remote deployment packages for Microsoft Teams so you can
mobilize your workforce within days in accordance with your technology
infrastructure and business needs. Choose the most suitable device to manage
videoconferences and live meetings with your people.
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Don’t let global limitations hinder your education services. Connect with your entire 
education community anytime, anywhere.

Contact us now: info@linkdev.com

Enable Teacher and Staff Productivity in the Matter of Days

Chat with your students and their parents in real-time using human agents, an AI-
driven chatbot, or both to get their most pressing questions answered on the spot.
Using Bubbles, the integrated chat platform, you can create intelligent
conversational experiences on your website, mobile and social media channels.
Small and medium educational institutions can use Bubbles via online subscription.
It is also available on an enterprise level for institutions looking for customizations
and integration with Dynamics 365, Microsoft Teams and other 3rd party solutions.

Support Students and Parents with Live Chat and Intelligent Chatbot Anytime, Anywhere

Manage online courses and trainings on Opingo, an Open Source e-learning
platform based on Drupal. Ensure that learners remain up to date and closely
connected with professors and educator via a flexible and an easily scaled learning
management systems (LMS).

Provide Learners with Distinctive E-Learning Experiences on Opingo

Achieve business continuity and digital productivity in times of 
distress!
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